#719]. Pollution and atmospheric scientists have relied on various emissions inventories to quantify the potential environmental impact. Ship emissions inventories for CO 2 and other pollutants have been based on international sales of marine fuels. These previous inventories confirm long held beliefs that marine diesel engines are among the most fuel-efficient combustion sources for moving global resources and products. Nonetheless, these previous global inventories identified international shipping as a significant source of NOx and SOx pollution.
International shipping provides another example of using unique surrogate data to characterize the geographic domain of a sector's emissions. While ships operate along well-known shipping lanes, these "water highways" are not mapped directly and they vary by season and with the weather. In order to develop gridded emissions inventories for NOx and SOx from shipping, a surrogate for vessel traffic density by location was derived from atmospheric and ocean observations reported by ships participating in the Worldwide Weather Watch. Ship observations in each gridded location are averaged and compiled by month in the Comprehensive Atmosphere Ocean Database (COADS), used by scientists and modelers [1] . Using the number of shipboard observations that were averaged in each grid cell for one attribute (e.g., air temperature), the implied traffic density for commercial shipping can be obtained for each month of the year.
The accuracy of the resulting ship traffic profile depends upon two fundamental assumptions: 1) a statistically significant population of ships reports to COADS; and 2) that sample of ships is representative of the international fleet overall. However, some 16% of the world cargo fleet reports to COADS, and comparison with regional inventories using more direct bottom-up traffic profiles has verified the accuracy of this approach [2, 3] . To complete the emissions inventory, activity level for ship engine systems and emissions factors are applied as in other inventories, discussed above. Figure 1 presents a global inventory of NOx emissions from international shipping.
The surrogate approach has desirable features for global inventories. It directly reveals global resolution and is easily updated for different years, updated activity information, or better emissions factors. It suffers from some of the same limitations as other sectoral inventories. Chief among these are the limited resolution, which results in an increasing loss in confidence if modelers try to "zoom in" beyond a large region to only a few cells. The difficulty is finding appropriate surrogates that can be verified and applied to different years. In the case of shipping, the weather data appears to be robust over the past several decades. The data might not be a good record before, say, 1960 because of changes in fleets or their technologies. Related to this is the challenge of reconciling port-level or regional bottom up inventories with the globally derived data. However, the agreement in many cases appears to be very good and differences are equally attributable to uncertainties in the port-or regional-scale and global-scale inventories.
Ongoing research is also attempting to better characterize the inventories using the 1x1 degree grid standard, and a monthly resolution. Ultimately, the goal is to produce a consistent set of monthly and annual estimates for a series of years. The research is also incorporating recent field observations that suggest in-plume losses of certain pollutants through chemical and transport processing, such as that suggested by recent research including the recent ITCT 2k2 field observations [cite the emails and our AGU abstract]. This research effort may provide a set of guidelines for modelers using global ship emission inventories, adjusting for the in-plume effects to produce more accurate assessments of the large-scale environmental impacts of ship emissions.
